Digital Camera/Images
 Outdoor trail to follow
 Record outcomes of large outdoor creative
activities e.g. Painting walls, natural sculpture
 Take photographs of faces showing different
feelings and emotions
 Use images of people from different cultures
 Take photos depicting routines e.g. how to
wash your hands
 Send a bear (or other toy mascot) home and
get the children to take photos of their adventures
 Photos of what the children like to do and
don’t like e.g. Activities, food, toys

Digital Video
 Record outdoor activity e.g. Using climbing
frames, swings,
 Recording the retelling of a story as a
group
 Video everyone with a role within the setting as they go about their tasks, say hello
and introduce themselves.
 Video the children saying hello and sharing
their name

Cassette/CD Player
 Responding to music - dance / physical response
 Stories about friends, sharing, helping out
and other PSE issues
 Listen to stories and songs form other cultures and countries
 Record stories and songs form other cultures and countries

Talking Tools
 Walkie talkies outdoors
 Programme Talking Tins for a physical
‘Simon says...’
 Record views and listen to others
 Create a home /school talking photograph album
 Take a bear on a visit home with a
camera and bring some photos back to
share.
 Create a photo album - all about me

Apps for tablets
Photo Apps for recording expressions
and special events
Story Apps that explain life events, feelings and tales from around the world
Maps, Google Earth—We are we from?
Video Conferencing with experts
Games that require collaboration and
turn taking
Apps for Photo collections and photo
stories connected to the children’s lives
Greetings from around the world

Personal, Social and
Emotional
Development

PSED

Everyday Technology / Role Play
 Have a birthday party role play
 Home corner - looking after myself
 Make a cake, photograph and share. Look
at working together, gifts, celebrations
 Safe use of technology for cooking
 Healthy eating and making healthy food
 Looking after pets - the Vets
 Travel agents– other countries
 The doctors / hospital - staying well

Bee-Bots/Programmable Toys
 Taking turns
 Sharing
 Communication and working together

Computer/IWB
 Select and use programs independently
 Take turns and share the computer
 Develop concentration and attention
span
 Share a story about friendship or other
aspect of PSE e.g. Naughty Stories
 Create and share a story
 Use dual language programs or Internet
sites
 Research other cultures and beliefs
 Learn about looking after yourself e.g.
Dress teddy, Charlie Chimp, other modelling activities
 Smart Alex, Podd Can... and other programs

